Theoretical studies of F atom reaction with trans-1,3-butadiene were carried out at the CCSD(T)/6-311G(d,p)/B3LYP/6-311G(d,p) levels. Energies and structures for all reactants, products and transition states were determined. Two reaction pathways involving the formation of the complexes CH 2 CHCHFCH 2 and CH 2 CHCHCH 2 F were found in this reaction. Theoretical results suggest that the H atom channel observed in previous crossed beam experiment occurs likely via these two long-lived complex formation pathways. For the complex CH 2 CHCHFCH 2 pathway, another reaction channel (C 2 H 3 +C 2 H 3 F) is also accessible. Relative importance of the C 2 H 3 +C 2 H 3 F channel versus the H formation channel via the same reaction pathway has also been estimated, suggesting that it would be difficult to observe the C 2 H 3 +C 2 H 3 F channel in a crossed molecular beam experiment. Theoretical analysis also shows that the HF formation proceeds via direct abstraction mechanisms, though it is likely a minor process in this reaction.
I. INTRODUCTION
Olefin molecules represent an important class of organic compounds which play an important role in our daily life and industrial processes because the activation of their π-bond can induce numbers of significant chemical reactions, including addition, polymerization and oxidation etc. In addition, the reactivity of the fluorine atom is an interesting research topic because of the complicated nature of the reaction mechanism involved in these reactions and its importance in the etching processes. The F atom reactions with olefins and several small molecules have been investigated extensively [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . In this work, a variety of approaches have been used to test the random lifetime assumption of the RRKM theory of unimolecular decomposition, which requires the available energy fully randomized among all internal degrees of freedom in the transition state. The formation of long-lived complex was found to be important in the F atom reaction with the olefins.
As the simplest conjugated polyenes, 1,3-butadiene is the subject of experimental and theoretical studies [10] [11] [12] . Neumark and coworkers investigated the photodissociation dynamics of the 1,3-butadiene and its isotopic species at 193 nm using the tunable VUV synchrotron based on photoionization sampling technique [13] . Mebel et al. also investigated the photodissociation mechanism using the ab initio method [14] . Recently, Gu et al. studied the F atom reaction with 1,3-butadiene using the crossed molecular beam tech- * Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. E-mail: xmyang@dicp.ac.cn nique [15] . Only the H atom formation channel has been reported. From the product angular distribution measurement, the H atom formation channel is likely from a complex formation pathway. It is not known, however, which complex formation pathway is responsible for this channel. In addition, it is not clear whether other minor reaction channels are also present. It is, therefore, necessary to investigate this reaction from the theoretical point of view to clarify these points.
In this paper, we report a theoretical study on the energetics and the dynamics of the F-atom reaction with trans-1,3-butadiene using the high level ab initio method. Since the trans-structure of 1,3butadiene is more stable than its cis-structure for about 8.4 kJ/mol, only the reaction of F atom with the trans-1,3-butadiene is considered in this work. The energies and structures of reactants, products and transition states were calculated using high level ab initio methods. In the next sections, a brief description of the theoretical methods will be provided and followed by the presentation of the theoretical results. Finally, a conclusion is drawn from these studies.
II. THEORETICAL METHODS
The geometries for all species involved in the title reaction have been optimized by employing the hybrid density functional B3LYP method with the 6-311G(d,p) basis set [16] . Vibrational frequencies calculated at the B3LYP/6-311G(d,p) level were used for characterization of the stationary points and zero-point energy (ZPE) corrections. For comparison at transition states, we also used the MP2/6-311G(d,p) approach for geometry optimization and vibrational frequencies calcula- tions [17] . The numbers of imaginary frequencies for intermediates and transition states are 0 and 1 respectively. The zero-point energy and frequencies calculated at the level B3LYP/6-311G(d,p) are used without scaling. To obtain more accurate energies on the PES, we employed the CCSD(T) method with the 6-311G(d,p) basis set to calculate the single-point energy based on the geometries of the B3LYP/6-311G(d,p) level [18] . All the energies quoted and discussed in the present article have already included the ZPE correction. All calculations shown here have been carried out using the Gaussian 03 program on a powerful PC [19] . Figure 1 shows the whole potential energy surfaces for the F-atom reaction with trans-1,3-butadiene obtained at the CCSD(T)/6-311g(d,p) level. Total five reaction pathways are energetically accessible,
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The relative energies and ZPEs of all reactants, products and transition states are compiled in Table I , while the vibrational frequencies are listed in Table II . The optimized geometries of intermediates and transition states for this reaction are shown in Fig.2 . From the energy map shown in Fig.1 , we have found four different reaction pathways that will lead to products from the F-atom reaction with trans-1,3-butadiene. Two of them are direct HF formation pathways that have no long-lived intermediates. In addition to the direct HF formation channels, two complex formation pathways were discovered in this study. The first complex formation pathway is the relative stable radical CH 2 CHCHCH 2 F (species 1) pathway. This radical is formed via the F atom approaching the end carbon atom in the C 4 H 6 molecule with the F atom attached to this carbon atom. In this process, the neighboring C=C double bond is downgraded to a single bond. The energy of the radical CH 2 CHCHCH 2 F complex is lower by 201.5 kJ/mol than that of the reactants according to the calculations. Dynamically this complex can dissociate to form the H+CH 2 CHCHCHF channel via a transition state TS1, and the barrier is about 206.9 kJ/mol, slightly higher than the reactants. The energy for the product channel H+CH 2 CHCHCH 2 F is found to be lower than that of the reactants by about 33.9 kJ/mol.
The second complex, CH 2 CHCHFCH 2 (species 2), is initially formed by the F atom approaching one of the two middle carbon atom of 1,3-butadiene. The radical complex CH 2 CHCHFCH 2 lies lower than the reactants by about 153.4 kJ/mol in energy. From this complex formation pathway, the radical intermediate may undergo two dissociation channels: one by the F atom exchange with an H atom to form the H+CH 2 CHCFCH 2 channel via TS2, the other by the dissociation of the middle C−C bond in the complex CH 2 CHCHFCH 2 to form the C 2 H 3 +C 2 H 3 F channel via the transition state TS3, whose energy is higher than that of the transition state for the exchange reaction.
The heats of formation (at 298.15 K) for the reaction pathway (1) and (2) were determined to be 33.9 and 44.3 kJ/mol respectively in the present calculations. In the crossed beam study of the title reaction [15] , the energetic limit of the product translational energy distribution for the H atom formation channel was shown to be about 79.4 kJ/mol at the collision energy of 23.8 kJ/mol, indicating that the maximum exothermicity of the H atom formation is about 54.3 kJ/mol. This is consistent with the current theoretical results. One of the interesting questions for the observed H atom formation channel is which pathway is preferred. From the energetic point of view, the two H atom formation pathways are all accessible. However, the dynamics of the two pathways are significantly different. Obviously, channel (1) occurs via the lowest complex formation pathway (CH 2 CHCHCH 2 F), while channel (2) occurs through an intermediate (CH 2 CHCHFCH 2 ) that is about 48.1 kJ/mol higher than the lowest intermediate pathway. From the energetic point of view, channel (1) should be a more favorable intermediate pathway. The heat of formation for channel (2), however, is slightly larger than that for channel (1), while the reverse barrier for channel (1) is about 16.7 kJ/mol lower than that for channel (2) . The transition state for channel (1) (TS1) is also slightly lower than that for channel (2) (TS2). However, the difference between the two channels in these properties is very significant, therefore it is rather difficult to tell which pathway is more important for the H atom formation process observed in the crossed molecular beam experiment. From the above considerations, the relative importance of the two H atom formation pathways is likely determined by the complex formation step, rather than the dissociation step. Since energetically the formation of the CH 2 CHCHCH 2 F complex is more favorable than that of the CH 2 CHCHFCH 2 complex, it is quite likely that channel (1) is more important than channel (2) in the process. Furthermore, channel (2) is not the only reaction channel that occurs through the same intermediate, making the above argument more plausible.
In addition to the H atom formation channel, the C 2 H 3 +C 2 H 3 F channel can also be formed via the CH 2 CHCHFCH 2 complex formation pathway through a different transition state, TS3. This channel is a simple C−C bond cleavage process from the intermediate. The calculated barrier is 178.1 kJ/mol, which is slightly larger than the value for the H product channel from the same intermediate. Since this channel is competing with the H atom formation pathway through the same intermediate, it is rather interesting to know the relative importance of these two channels from the same intermediate (CH 2 CHCHFCH 2 ). In order to know the relative importance of these two channels, the RRKM method was used to calculate the rate constants for the two channel [20, 21] , and the calculated rate constant for the C 2 H 3 +C 2 H 3 F product channel (3.57×10 6 s −1 ) is smaller than that of the H product (4.28×10 6 s −1 ), so the relative branching ratio for these two channels via the same intermediate is 1:1.2. In the experimental study, this C−C bond breaking channel has not been observed. It is not surprising that this channel is probably minor relative to the total H atom formation channel according to the above analyses. Furthermore, the kinematics for this channel makes it much more (at least an order of magnitude) difficult to be observed in a crossed beam experiment since the reaction products (C 2 H 3 , C 2 H 3 F) will scattered into a much larger solid angle than the C 4 H 5 F product from the H atom channel.
For the direct reaction channel (4) and (5), the F atom approaches the C 4 H 6 molecule, it will take away an H atom at the end carbon atoms or the middle carbon atoms to form the product HF. Since the F atom's eletronegativity is larger than the C atom, it will be rather easy to attract the H atom to form an HF molecule. For these two possible channels, two transition states, were found at the B3LYP/6-311G** level, but disappeared at the MP2/6-311G** level. The energies for these two transition states calculated at the CCSD(T) and B3LYP/6-311G(d,p) levels also show significant differences. Therefore, it is possible that the HF reaction channels proceed via abstraction mechanisms without well-defined transition states. From the energetic point of view, the HF channels are also less favorable than the two complex formation pathways, which is in agreement with the experimental observation that only the H atom formation channel is observed.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented our theoretical studies of the F+C 4 H 6 reaction at the CCSD(T)/6-311G(d,p)/B3LYP/6-311G(d,p) level. According to our calculations, the most favorable pathway for the title reaction is the F atom approaching in the direction perpendicular to the molecular plane of C 4 H 6 to form the CH 2 CHCHCH 2 F and CH 2 CHCHFCH 2 complexes. The H atom is likely produced via these two complex formation pathways, in good agreement with previous experimental results in both energy and dynamics. For the C 2 H 3 channel, the rate constant is a little smaller than that of the H atom formation process via the same intermediate 2 based upon RRKM calculations. Based on further theoretical analysis, we concluded that the C 2 H 3 +C 2 H 3 F product channel should be noticeably less important than the H atom formation process. Theoretical calculations also show that the HF formation should occur via an abstraction mechanism. Further analysis also shows that the HF channel is likely to be a minor process due to the energetic considerations, suggesting that it is difficult to observe this channel in a crossed molecular experiment.
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